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1871 U.S. ROUND LIBERTY GOLD 25 CENTS NGC MS68PL
Over many years, we have seen several examples of BG-809, but 
none so nice as the present piece. Previously, the best we have seen 
carries an MS67 grade. The fully mirrored green-gold fields frame 
sharply defined and highly lustrous yellow-gold devices. A 
dramatic presentation. Very Rare.

Most of the fractional coins were made by the hammer method, like 
the Pacific Company issues. This was a process of striking where 
the bottom die was placed on a block, a coin blank was laid upon it, 
and the top die upon the blank; this top die was then struck by a 
sledgehammer. 

These small pieces ranged in fineness from 22 carats (24 being pure gold) to 14 carats or 583 
thousandths fine. All contain substantially less gold than their face value, making them a form 
of token. The questions of how much – if any – circulation they saw has been for some time, 
and remains still, a point of controversy. One viewpoint holds that some of these pieces 
circulated as coins in the 1850’s, with the dollars being extensively used into the late 1850’s, 
1860’s and 1870’s, as few regular official dollars were issued until then. The author doubts that 
any saw circulation, and believes that they were made purely for souvenir purposes. Other 
students of the series have concluded that the earliest issues (those from 1852 through 1856) 
were intended for actual circulation and saw some usage at first, while later issues were sold as 
jewelry.

Prices skyrocketed in California at the beginning of the Gold Rush and remained high for years 
thereafter. Nothing could be purchases for less than 12 ½ cents, and very little for less than a 
quarter. The influx of fortune-seekers from all over the world brought a motley assortment of 
small change into circulation, which passed by size and not instrinsic value.

Additional Rarity: 1873-CC 25C Arrows 
AU55 NGC sold at auction in 2018 for
$43,200.


